MUSIC 408 E

List of presentations

Day 1:

1. Cage - "Number pieces" (One, Four, 23, etc.)
   (One M25C26 O5; One10 M42C23 O510;
   Four2 M1582C23 F662; Four6 M486C23 F686;
   Four M452C25 F6; Five4 M585C23 F484;
   Twenty-three M952 C23T9;
   (there are more "number pieces"; browse through them and pick one or two)

2. Earl Brown - Folio and Four Systems (reserve)

3. Conceptual Art
   (Conceptual art / edited by Peter Osborne Q. 709.04075 C744.4 Architecture;
   Godfrey, Tony - Conceptual art 709.04 G543c - Architecture;
   Kunsthalle Bielefeld--Exhibitions. Art, Modern--20th century--Exhibitions.
   Conceptual art 709.04 C7443 - Architecture)
   and

LaMonte Young - Anthology of Chance Operations
   (reserve)

4. Fluxus and ONCE groups
   Music form the ONCE Festival DISC A111 M98:058;
   more in Source Magazine of the Avantgarde vol. 13)

5. Dick Higgins - Danger Music
   (Source Magazine of the Avantgarde vols. 6 and 5;
   Dick Higgins - Horizons, the poetics and theory of Intermedia
   700.904 H535 H -stacks)

6. Scratch orchestra
   (Source Magazine vol. 10)
   and others:
   Max Neuhaus - pieces from
   (Source vols. 5 and 13)
   Bio Music, Fur Music and The Yellow Castle
   (Source Magazine vols. 9 and 10)

Fur music
   (Source Magazine)

NB. Source Magazine of the Avantgarde: Q. M780.82 SO84
Day 2:

1. Ligeti - Atmospheres
   F. M1045 L53A88 (reserve) CDISC M1042L53 K28
   and
   Krysztof Penderecki - Threnody
   MM1145P4 T61969 CDISC M1000 P44O73N3v.1 (reserve)

2. New notation, Graphic notation:
   Ligeti - Aventures and Nouvelles Aventures
   (M782 L626A; M782 L626N)
   CDISC M3.1 L53V6) (reserve)

3. Sylvano Bussotti - Fogli
   F. M1470B9 F6

4. Harry Partch - Plectra and Percussion Dances
   CDISC M3.1P275 C717 / M1520P27 P5
   Bewitched
   (CDISC M1520P27 B42)

5. Tery Riley - In C (reserve)
   and
   Steve Reich - Four Organs (reserve)

Written Reports:

1. George Crumb - The Night of the Four Moons
   F. M1613.3C92 N56 CDISC M1 O72N5

2. Luciano Berio - Sinfonia
   F. M1528 B44S521999 CDISC M1530B47 S53